In the Studio with AccessArt:
Creative Zoom Sessions for
Members
A fabulous session-just the right length and
so clear and inspiring-I know what I will be
spending my day doing tomorrow.
It really was the perfect CPD, a combination
of excellent modelling, an opportunity to
have a go ourselves and excellent signposting
of how to use the skill. The decision to make
these sessions 30 minutes is also a fabulous
idea. As well as being a brilliant addition
to my subject leadership it was also such a
welcome relief to do something so enjoyable
in these trying times!
AccessArt is excited to announce we will be
starting a series of creative drop-in zoom
sessions for AccessArt members, to help bring
AccessArt ideas to life! Find out more below about
how you can use these sessions, and find a list of
dates and themes here.
These sessions are recorded and available for
members to access after the event. We also create
resource pages from the content/themes explored.
Find the resources and recordings of past events
here.

In the Studio with AccessArt
AccessArt runs an ongoing programme of drop-in
creative zoom sessions for AccessArt members.
Sessions will:
Aim to bring to life through practical
demonstration a particular skill, process or
idea
Last just 20 to 30 minutes, making it easy
for you to fit into your day and absorb new
ideas
Link to an AccessArt resource so that you can
then share the idea with your audience
(learners of all ages)
Be flexible – there will be no need to prebook attendance. Members will be able to

access the event from a link posted on the
events page near the time of the session,
(the webpage will be behind the membership
wall). Simply login as a full AccessArt
member and join the zoom
Watch or Participate: Before each session we
will let you know what materials you need to
try the activity. You can watch the
demonstration and hear the ideas and
processes brought to life, or you can have a
go along side – it’s up to you. There will be
time for questions after each activity and we
will share how you can use that activity in a
variety of contexts.
The sessions are aimed at:
Teachers, facilitators, educators of all ages
– use the sessions to develop your own
personal creativity or as short CPD to
develop
your
teaching
skills
and
understanding
Learners aged 16 upwards – use the sessions
to develop your own creativity
Parents of children of all ages
Browse our timetable of up and coming sessions and
join us wherever you live. Attendance is open to
full AccessArt members. All times are GMT.
Questions? email info@accessart.org.uk

